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Abstract 
In this study, we theoretically analyze the interaction of ultrasound waves in a liquid with suspended gas microbubbles confined
in region of the liquid. In ultrasound harmonic imaging, gas microbubbles are used to contrast image by accentuating the 
generation of backscattered second-harmonic waves. However, these waves are attenuated twice as much as the fundamental. To 
delineate the harmonic amplification effect from excess attenuation, we study the nonlinear interaction of ultrasound with a 
region containing microbubbles. Considering an incident plane wave interacting with a spherical cloud of microbubbles, the 
solutions for the linear and the second-harmonic scattered waves are derived. The results are obtained for both monochromatic 
and period pulsed waves, including the effects of attenuation, and diffraction. These results provide the mathematical framework
for estimating and compensating the effect of attenuation in the harmonic backscattered wave. 
PACS: 43.25.Yw; 43.25.+y 
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1. Introduction 
Ultrasound contrast echo is based on receiving nonlinear (harmonic) response signals generated by microbubbles 
that act as blood tracers. Estimative reveals that ultrasound echo based on microbubbles as contrast agents is as low 
as 4% of all the echo procedures A factor contributing to the limited use of contrast echo is signal attenuation 
resulting in imaging artifacts. Indeed, the American Society of Echo Task Force on Guidelines for the Use of 
Ultrasonic Contrast stated [1]: 
“The crucial problem of reliably differentiating defects from artifacts, such as those caused by ultrasound 
attenuation . . . has yet to be resolved. . . ” 
In addition, interpretation of contrast echo images is highly experience-based and mostly visual. Thus, signal 
attenuation represents a fundamental and ongoing limitation of ultrasonography, and in contrast-enhanced echo the 
confounding effects of attenuation create imminent investigative and diagnostic challenges. There is a clear gap in
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our ability to compensate for ultrasound signal attenuation and to provide a clinician with data that do not heavily
rely on the subjective interpretation of possibly confounded contrast echo scans.
With this motivation in mind we want to model the generation of harmonics by a cloud of microbubbles and
characterize how a wave is dispersed and attenuated as it backpropagates. Our ultimate goal is to develop schemes
to compensate for attenuation of the second-harmonic scattered signal. It is well known that second-harmonics wave
is attenuated twice as much as the fundamental one. The scattering problem is formulated using a model for sound
propagation in bubbly liquids based on conservation laws and the Rayleigh-Plesset equation for bubble dynamics. In
this study, we theoretically analyze the interaction of ultrasound waves in a liquid with suspended gas microbubbles
confined in region of the liquid. Specifically, we consider an incident plane wave interacting with a spherical cloud 
of microbubbles.
To delineate the harmonic gain effect versus attenuation, it is imperative to formulate the nonlinear interaction of
ultrasound with a region containing microbubbles. Thus, a model is proposed here and solutions for the linear and
the second-harmonic scattered waves are obtained for the backscattered signals. To the best of authors’ knowledge
this solution has not been obtained previously. The backscattered waves are obtained from monochromatic and 
pulsed repetead incident plane waves. Results show that the magnitude of second-harmonic scattered signal varies
with frequency according to an equivalent nonlinear parameter and a diffraction function. The nonlinear parameter
is related to nonlinear effects in the dispersion relation of the medium induced by the presence of microbubbles. A
compensation scheme for reducing attenuation effects in the second-harmonic scattered signal is discussed. In 
principle, the absorption coefficient of the second-harmonic signal can be reduced to half of its initial value. This is
achieved by combining the second-harmonic signal with the fundamental one. 
2. Physical model
The model we use here was presented in detail in Ref. [2]. It is assumed that nonlinear effects in the wave
propagation are solely due to the dynamics of the microbubble. The bubbles are assumed to be spherical with radius
R  at equilibrium, noninteracting, and they pulsate in the radially symmetric mode. Let  be the volume of 
a bubble with the V  being the unperturbed volume and v is the deviation from equilibrium. The number of bubbles
per unit volume is . We consider that the bubbly region has a low concentration of bubbles, i.e. . Due to 
the presence of bubbles, the medium satisfies the inhomogeneous wave equation
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where c is the adiabatic speed of sound and 0U  is the density of the liquid. The dynamics of the bubble volume
variation is described by
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where the dot symbol means the total time derivative,  is the bubble resonance frequency,
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v is the kinematic viscosity of the liquid. The ambient pressure is . The parameter 
0p J is the ratio of the specific
heat capacity of constant pressure to that of constant volume of the gas in the bubble.
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where  and the symbol2 2Z k 20/ c means convolution in the frequency-domain.
Within the bubbly region the propagating wave followed up by the productions of harmonics of the fundamental
characteristic frequency Z  of the incident wave. Here, we consider the second-harmonic pressure generation only.
We can expand the total pressure in terms of the Mach number  where  is the amplitude of
the excitation pressure. Therefore, the excess of pressure in the medium is , where
and  are the first- and the second-order pressure amplitudes, respectively. The variation on the bubble volume
follows a similar expansion. Hence, where  is the characteristic volume of a bubble, 
and  are the linear and second-order volume variations.
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Let ^ ` ^ `1 1 1 1F , FP p  V v , and ^ `2 F 2P p . Using the method of successive approximation we obtain the linear 
and second-order equations in the frequency-domain as follows:
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The quantity
0N VP   is the volumetric void fraction in the equilibrium and
2
0 0 0/B c pU J  is the ratio of the
compressibility of the adiabatic gas to that of the liquid. The source term in Eq. (6) is given by
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The ultrasound scattering problem by a cloud of microbubbles is formulated the boundary value problem
described by Eqs. (5) and (6). However, it is useful to describe this problem through integral equations. Consider
that the total linear pressure in the frequency-domain is composed by an incident 1  and a scattered pressure
amplitudes at the frequency
i
Z . When the physical properties of the cloud of bubbles are not very different than
that of the host fluid, i.e. , we can replace Eq. (5) by the Lippmann-Schwinger equation along with the
first-Born approximation [3]. Accordingly, the scattered linear pressure is 
2 1mk
2
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:
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where ( ) exp( ) / 4G ik Sc c r r r r r rc  is the free-space Green’s function. The amplitude of the incident
pressure is to be determined from Eq. (5) with appropriate boundary conditions.
Now, we are interested to analyze the scattered harmonic wave generated in the cloud of microbubbles. The
amplitude of the nonlinear scattered wave is given in terms of the Green’s function as 
2
2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
sP mk G S dV
:
c c  ³r r r r .cr  (10)
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The scattered pressure in the farfield can be obtained by evaluating r  r  very large in Eqs. (9) and (10). In this
case, the Green’s function becomes
( ) exp( ) /
4
ikreG ik
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c c r r r r r r< c . (11)
We can also include thermoviscous effects by considering a complex wavenumber as DN ik , where D  is 
the absorption coefficient with kD . If the characteristic dimensions of the bubbly region  is not much greater 
than the wavelength, we can replace
ȍ
k by N in Eq. (11) in the exponential function which depends on .
Therefore, substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (9) we obtain the linear scattered pressure in the farfield as 
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sf  is the linear scattering form function in the farfield given bywhere
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Similarly, the amplitude of the scattered harmonic pressure in the farfield is 
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with the form function given by
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3. Some applications
3.1. Plane wave
Consider the bubbly region  has spherical shape with radiusȍ R . The origin of the coordinate system coincides
to the center of the spherical cloud of bubbles. A plane progressive wave approaches the cloud as depicted in Fig. 1.
The amplitude of the incident pressure is
 (16)0 0
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0whereZ is the frequency of the wave and , with and being the wavenumber and the
absorption coefficient, respectively.
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We want to calculate the linear and the second-harmonic scattered pressure at a distance from center of : .
To simplify the calculation the observation point is set to . After calculating the form function
through Eq. (13), we obtain the linear scattered pressure in time-domain as 
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This function accounts for the interference of scattered waves from different points inside the region : . It, thus,
can be seen as a diffraction function in the scattering problem. The function  shows the influence of the
dispersion relation of the bubbly region in the scattered signal.
0( )m Z
To calculate the scattered harmonic pressure, we need to compute the source function ҏand the nonlinear form
function from Eq. (15). Thus, after some algebra we find
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This function can be interpreted as the nonlinearity induced by the presence of microbubbles. A pure liquid have
1 B AE   , where  is the thermodynamic nonlinear parameter of liquid. For water at room
temperature we have
/B A
53.E  . The presence of microbubbles can increase medium nonlinearity a thousand-fold.
Furthermore, the term  in Eq. (19) accounts for diffraction effects of second-order.
2
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The harmonic scattered signal is attenuated twice as much as its linear counterpart. Both scattered waves depends
exponentially with the absorption coefficient . Therefore, one might compensate the detected harmonic wave by
dividing it by the magnitude of the linear scattered pressure at . Accordingly, we have
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Fig.1 Scattering of an ultrasound wave by a cloud of microbubbles confined in the region :
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3.2. Periodic pulsed plane wave
Consider now that the incident wave is  where the modulation function h
is periodic with frequency  and complex wavenumber . The incident wave can be represented by the Fourier
expansion
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The Fourier transform of the nth-term in Eq. (21) is given by . According to
Eq. (17) the amplitude of the linear scattered pressure in time-domain is 
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where  and p pk 
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The calculation of the harmonic-scattered pressure is similar to that perfomed to obtain Eq. (19). Here, we only 
present the result as 
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The amplitude of the -component of the scattered harmonic pressure isnA
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2Dividing the magnitude of
sp  by that of 1
sp , the absorption becomes proportional to e . Such scheme
compensates the scattered harmonic pulse reducing the absorption coefficient by a factor of two. 
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4. Numerical results
We consider a cloud of microbubbles in a waterlike medium ( , , v )
with ambient pressure . The microbubbles are filled with air. In equilibrium, each bubble has radius
. The ratio of heat capacities of the air is 
0 1500 m /sc  3 30 1 0 k g /mU  
6 210 m /s
5
0 10 Pp  
0R  1.4J  . The bubbly region has void fraction  and 510P  
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5dB/MHz c
1.54 10u . It follows that the bubble resonance frequency is 3Ҡ26MHz. The absorption of the medium is
considered to be 0. m
(0,0
rZ
/2 rZ rZ
. The observation point is at 5 cm away from the center of the bubbly region. The
Mach number of the incident wave is .310H  
In Fig. 2 we exhibit the magnitude of the linear and the second-harmonic scattered pressures at  as a 
function of the frequency ratio . Both magnitudes are highly oscillatory due to interference effects coming
from different scattering points inside the bubbly region. The linear pressure presents one envelope peak at the
resonance frequency of the microbubbles. This is a direct effect of dispersion induced by the bubbles in the linear
wave propagation. The second-harmonic scattered pressure exhibits two peaks in the envelope function. The peaks
are centered at  and . The absorption effect in the second-harmonic pressure is more prominent at ҏas
expected.
0, )z
0 /Z
rZ
In Fig. 3, we present the compensation scheme described in Eq. (20). We compare the ratio sp ҏwith the
normalized harmonic scattered pressure 20 02 /
sp cU . At the microbubble resonance frequency, the ratio sp ҏis 80 dB
higher than the normalized harmonic scattered pressure.
Fig.2  The pressure magnitude of the scattered waves at versus frequency. (a) Linear. (b) Second-harmonic.
0(0, 0, )z
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Fig.3  Comparison between (a) the ratio sp and (b) the magnitude normalized harmonic scattered pressure 2
sp
2
0 0c
. The
normalization factor is U . At the resonance frequency rZ we have 0.02sp  and 2 62 0 0/ 10sp cU   . 
5. Concluding remarks
We have presented a theoretical study on the second-harmonic scattering problem for a cloud of microbubbles.
We obtained analytic results for this problem considering an incident plane wave and a spherical cloud of bubbles.
The second-harmonic scattered wave directly depends on the nonlinearity  and diffraction C k
functions. Results were also extended to periodic pulsed plane waves. Such wave form resembles that generated in
clinical ultrasound systems.
0( )E Z 0( )
A simple compensation scheme was introduced in which the second-harmonic and the fundamental scattered 
amplitudes were combined. At the bubble resonance frequency we found a gain of up to 80 dB after the
compensation scheme being applied. Nevertheless, the gain brought up in this scheme looks promising; some
aspects on the wave detection in actual ultrasound systems might reduce the efficiency of the compensation scheme
for the second-harmonic scattered wave. This subject is going to be investigated in future works.
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